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Role: Web Administrator

Leo, brainchild of granny therapy.com brings his strong faith in the intelligence of rural India
and the potential to move jobs to rural India.His belief in siddha medicine leads to the foundation of
grannytherapy.. Leo has a master’s degree in computer science from Loyola College.For the
development and well-being of our society he brought forth the concept of grannytherapy. If you
want to contact please feel free to mail him at leosekharan@yahoo.com.
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Role: Web Architect
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Mr. Anthony Vendhan is an experienced IT professional having in-depth experience with
entrepreneurial background and proven expertise in strategic business consulting, and providing
total IT solution and support. He provided total support for implementation of IT projects – right
from conceptualization of the application areas to implementation in the manufacturing and trading
sectors.Antony is the very motivator behind all the business related ideas behind grannytherapy. If
you want to contact please feel free to mail him at jai_vendhan@yahoo.com.
JP Vinjamoori
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Role: Web Designer

JP Vinjamoori or JP as he likes to be called is a mentor to grannytherpy. He also has strong belief
in our traditional values. He is the one who motivated us to provide the content in digitized way so
that it reaches to everyone in the world.The content which we see in grannytherapy is his version of
explaining the community about long forgotten beliefs. If you want to contact please feel free to mail
him at jp@neemtecsolutions.com.
Dr. Sankara Narayanan.K[B.S.M.S., D.N.H.E., D.Yoga]
Role: Siddha Medical Advisor
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Dr. Sankara Narayanan.K[B.S.M.S., D.N.H.E., D.Yoga] is a person born with an interest in plants
and nature. Due to this keen interest with nature and their natural resources he opted to study for
BSMS [Bachelor of Siddha Medicine & Surgery], D.N.H.E [Diploma in Nutrition and Health
Education], Dip. Yoga [Diploma in Yoga]. He has almost 18 years of experience in the field of Siddha
Medical Research. His areas of research mainly include "Impotence of Men and Women". He wanted
himself to contribute something to Siddha Medicine and he decided to utilize his leisure time. So
when we decided to ask him to provide some advice he readily agreed to provide advice in his
leisure time as it did not conflict his work ethics. He became our Chief Medical Advisor [CMA] and
we are proud of having such a great enthusiast amongst us. If you want to contact please feel free to
mail him at drshankar@grannytherapy.com.

Disclaimer: The services offered by the grannytherapy.com are not intended to replace your own doctor's advice or any other medical recommendation. If you have a medical condition,
Pregnant or nursing, please consult a health professional. The information provided has not been evaluated by the FDA, and neither is it intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any
disease or disorder in any way or form. If you are taking medications, consult with your physician before taking herbal products or supplements that could interact with these medicines.
If you are feeling any kind of side effects after using our services kindly consider a health professional immediately.
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